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DISHARMONIC ORCHESTRA Exposi-
tions Prophylaxe (Nuclear Blast, 
DR FRN STR 54, 7322 Donzdorf, 
Germany/(071) 622-9737)— 
Germany is known for producing some of 
the most brutally innovative and complex 
thrash/death metal bands. Kreator, Sodom, 
Destruction and others are still kicking up 
their share of dust (Kreator's new LP is 
possibly their strongest to date), but neo-
brutes Morgoth and Disharmonic Orchestra 
are shedding light on what could be the 
future of Euro-metal. Where Morgoth stick 
their roots in more traditional death-ly veins, 
D.O. fuse the speed of grinding brutality 
(although at times their slower moments are 
more effective) with more traditional Ger-
manic multi-complex/time-change themes. 
So frequent and erratic are their changes 
that at times they sound like some type of 
bastardized jazz fusion band! Exposi-
tions Prophylaxe showboats drummer 
Martin M.'s manic drum fills and rhythms to 
such extensive proportions that they could 
be the first metal band to use the drummer 
as the true focal point of the band—not to 
overshadow the talents of guitarist Patrick 
K. or bassist Dervio E., who hug the breakaway 
grooves like a tight glove. Add in orchestral 
samples and creepy intros and you've got 
one seriously twisted record. Lyrically, 
Disharmonic Orchestra lean towards a 
psychological Carcass with song titles like 
"Psychoanalysis" and "Onset Of Serious Pro-
blems," yet the true monsters "Sick 
Dishourableness," "Accelerated Evolution" 
and especially the instrumental 
"Hyophysis" will send your head reeling 
for days. (KS) 
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SCORPIONS Crazy World 
(Mercury-PG, 825 Seventh Ave., 
New York, NY 100191212-
333-8000)—For the past five years it's 
appeared that the Scorpions were growing 
old gracefully (kinda like a European ver-
sion of Kiss), using their iffy last couple of 
albums merely as springboards for their 
usual 18-month worldwide tours. Well, 
they're totally serious about this one: 
uniting with producer Keith Olsen 
(Whitesnake) and songwriting collaborator 
Jim Vallance (Aerosmith, Bryan Adams), the 
combination makes for a disc that's 
unashamedly "pop" but is a great rock 
album too: catchy riffs and harmonies drive 
home the strongest melodies yet found on a 
Scorpions LP. While they sometimes sound 
self-conscious under the big production (we 
hope that "Winds Of Change" is Klaus' 
last whistling solo!), this is their best album 
in something like eight years and deserves 
to win back as many old fans as new. 
Virgin killers: "Don't Believe Her," "Money 
And Fame," "Restless Nights" and 
especially the title track. NB: As on all 
Scorpions albums, in order to enjoy the 
music you must completely ignore the sub-
moronic lyrics. According to the credits, 
here it somehow took three collaborators to 
write gems like "Big time in Paris/It's c'est 
la vie for me tonight," "You know nothing 
about loving/You lost somewhere down the 
line," and "Oh yeah/She'll take you there/I 
think you know what I mean." Smell the 
glove. (JA) 

VARIOUS ARTISTS The New Wave 
Of British Heavy Metal (Metal 
Blade-Caroline, 18653 Ventura 
Blvd., Tarzana, CA 913561 
818-981-9050)—Compiled by 
NWOBHM die-hard Lars Ulrich and Ker-
rang! editor Geoff Barton, we guess the 
general theme/tying thread behind these 
bands would be metal-edged rock played 
through Marshalls at eleven. They've wisely 
limited the selection to bands that literally 
fit the title and time frame (1978-81, hence 
no Motorhead, Whitesnake, etc.), and if we 
tried to ¡ustify which bands should or 
shouldn't have been on this compilation 
we'd probably be here longer than it took 
Metal Blade to put it out, so we'll nail a 
few that we're chuffed about. Lez go 
mofo ...You know there's no way in hell 
that this comp wouldn't start with Birm-
ingham's Diamond Head, whose "It's 
Electric" provides a perfect introduction to 
the genre. Sweet Savage features a 
young Vivian Campbell and a vocalist who 
reminds us a lot of James Hetfield, and 
sound more contemporary than half of the 
new stuff we get. Can't say the same for 
Saxon, who've been rewriting "Motor-
cycle Man" for the past ten years! White 
Spirit sound exactly like Deep Purple, then 
Raven weighs in with the awesome 
"Don't Need Your Money"—their past few 
records have sucked but the first couple of 
blasts were great. Metal played with the 
energy of a punk band, which there's more 
than o little of in the title track from Def 
Leppard's self-produced and-distributed 
first EP, "Getcha Rocks Off" (at least until 
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'IT SEEMS WE'VE BEEN RAVING AND WAITING 
FOR THIS DAY TO COME FOREVER. 
THE COUP HAS ARRIVED... 

ONE OF THE MOST PROMISING BANDS TO 

SVIII/ERL AND 1 IILOODSTAR 
ALSO AVAILABLE ON LP, CD, AND (ASS 

AND RAPSCALLION GARDENS OF MACHINERY 

AND COMING IN JANUARY DROP HAMMER 

GRACE OUR EARS IN SOME TIME.' - CMJ 

CALL JAKE FOR PROMO 612 872 0646 
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